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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a brand new hybrid power conditioner is proposed for suppressing harmonic currents and 
impartial-line presentinthree-phasefour-wire distributionpowersystems. Also this paper grants a three-section hybrid 
energyfilter situated on artificial intelligence manipulate procedure. Itcontains C-type passive filter in parallel with a 
shunt livelyfilter that's controlled by an adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy inferenceprocess (ANFIS) controller. The energetic filter 
is established on athree-phase voltage inverter with six manipulate switches. The ACfacet of the filter is hooked up in 
parallel with the nonlinearload by means of an interface reactor, while the DC sideconnected to a DC-link capacitor. 
The process will estimateharmonic content in the supply present, produced by way ofnonlinear load and generate 
reference waveform for controlvoltage supply inverter.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Electrical energy is the most efficient and popular form of energy and the modernsociety is heavily dependent on the 
electric supply. The life cannot be imagined without the supply of electricity. At the same time the quality of the 
electric power supplied isalso very important for the efficient functioning of the end user equipment.The term power 
quality became most prominent in the power sector and both the electric power supply Company and the end users are 
concerned about it. The quality ofpower delivered to the consumers depends on the voltage and frequency ranges of 
thepower. If there is any deviation in the voltage and frequency of the electric powerdelivered from that of the standard 
values then the quality of power delivered is affected.Now-a-days with the advancement in technology there is a drastic 
improvement in thesemi-conductor devices. With this development and advantages, the semi-conductordevices got a 
permanent place in the power sector helping to ease the control of overallsystem. Moreover, most of the loads are also 
semi-conductor based equipment. But thesemi-conductor devices are non-linear in nature and draws non-linear current 
from thesource. And also the semi-conductor devices are involved in power conversion, which iseither AC to DC or 
from DC to AC. This power conversion contains lot of switchingoperations which may introduce discontinuity in the 
current. Due to this discontinuityand non-linearity, harmonics are present which affect the power quality delivered to 
theend user. In order to maintain the power quality delivered, the harmonics should befiltered out. Thus, a device 
named Filter is used which serves this purpose.There are many filter topologies in the literature like- active, passive and 
hybrid. Inthis project the use of hybrid power filters for the improvement of electric power qualityis studied and 
analyzed. 
As the neutral point of an electrical supply system isoften connected to earth ground, ground and neutral areclosely 
related. Neutral is a circuit conductor that carriescurrent in normal operation, which is connected toground (or 
earth).Current carried on a groundingconductor can result in objectionable ordangerous voltages appearing on 
equipment enclosures,so the installation of grounding conductors and neutralconductors is carefully defined in 
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electrical regulations.Where a neutral conductor is used also to connectequipment enclosures to earth, care must be 
taken thatthe neutral conductor never rises to a high voltage withrespect to local ground. 
The task of a power converter is to process and controlthe flow of electric energy by supplying voltages andcurrents in 
a form that is optimally suited for the userloads. Energy was initially converted inelectromechanical converters. Today, 
with thedevelopment and the mass production of power semi-conductors; static power converters find applications 
innumerous domains and especially in particleaccelerators. They are smaller and lighter and their staticand dynamic 
performances are better. 
 

II. THREE-PHASE FOUR-WIRE HYBRID POWER FILTER 
 

Fig.1 suggests the configuration of a traditional shunt-typehybrid power filter utilized to the three-phase 4-wiredistribution power 
system. Within the traditional shunt-typehybrid power filter, the power converter is attached to thepassive power filter in series and 
then connected to the weight in parallel. The power converter can also be configuredby way of a four-arm bridge structure or a three-
arm bridge constitutionwith a cut up-capacitor arm. The passive energy filter isconfigured through three-phase tuned energy filters 
with aninductor and a capacitor connected in series in every section,and their tuned frequency is the dominant harmonicfrequency of 
the burden. The tuned frequency of the tunedpower filters is designed at the third harmonic frequency inthe application of three-
phase 4-wire distribution power methods. As noticeable in Fig.1, the major a part of the utility voltagewill drop on the passive power 
filter. In this manner, the dc busvoltage and voltage score of the power converter may also bedrastically diminished. However, the 
present of the powerconverter, together with the harmonic currents of the load and thepredominant reactive present of the passive 
power filter, isn't diminished.  
 

 
Fig.1. Configuration of the conventional shunt-type hybrid power filter. 

 
A complicated hybrid power filter, shown in Fig.2, is proposed to extra limit the energy ranking of thepower converter. 
As obvious in Fig. 2, the powerconverter is attached to the inductors of the three-phasetuned power filter in parallel.  
 

 
Fig.2. Configuration of the advanced hybrid power filter. 
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Considering the energy converter isparallel to the inductors of the tuned energy filters, the majoressential reactive 
present of the three-phase tuned power filter and the dominant harmonic present of the burden will go with the 
flowthrough the inductors of the three-phase tuned power filter viaproper manage of the power converter, hence 
lowering thepresent flowing via the power converter.The major role of the conventional shunt-type hybridpower filter 
applied to the three-phase four-wire distributionpower system is to filter harmonic currents of the load. If thethree 
phase loads are unbalanced, the neutral-line current ofthe load contains a fundamental component. Theconventional 
shunt type hybrid power filter cannot respond tothis fundamental component of the neutral-line current.Therefore, it 
cannot effectively suppress the neutral-linecurrent under the unbalanced load. 
 

III. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION OF THE NEWHYBRID POWER CONDITIONER 
 

Fig.3 suggests the procedure configuration of the proposed hybridpower conditioner. In assessment with the 
traditionalhybrid power filter, a neutral-line present attenuator isintegrated into the hybrid power filter in the proposed 
hybridpower conditioner. The built-in impartial-line currentattenuator can strengthen the filter efficiency of the 
hybridenergy filter below the unbalanced load. As a result, the proposedhybrid power conditioner can simultaneously 
and easilyremedy the problems of harmonic currents and neutral-linepresent in three-segment 4-wire distribution power 
techniques.To extra cut back the power rating of the power converter,the advanced hybrid power filter is used with the 
three-phasepower converter related to the inductors of the three-sectiontuned power filter in parallel. By way of 
incorporating the neutral-line present attenuator, the hybrid power filter is utilized tosuppress most effective the 
nonzero-sequence harmonic currents inthree-phase fourwire distribution power systems. For this reason, thethree-
section energy converter is configured with the aid of a three-armbridge structure and the tuned frequency of three-
segment tunedpower filter is about at the fifth harmonic frequency. With anbroaden in tuned frequency of the tuned 
energy filters, theinductance of inductors can also be lowered.For that reason, the volume and weight of the three 
sectiontuned energy filter are reduced.  
 

 
Fig.3. System configuration of the proposed hybrid powerconditioner. 

 
The neutral-line currentattenuator of the hybrid power conditioner is employed tosuppress the impartial-line current. 
Conventionally, the neutralline present attenuator is connected between three-segment tracesand the neutral line of the 
three-segment 4-wire utility [6].As a consequence, the voltage ranking of the zig-zag transformer utilized inthe 
traditional neutral-line current attenuator is the segmentvoltage of the three-segment 4-wire utility, consequently 
enlarging thequantity and weight of the zig-zag transformer. As can also beshown in Fig.3, the impartial-line present 
attenuator is attachedto the capacitors of tuned power filters in sequence, and theimportant aspect of segment voltage 
will drop on thesecapacitors. The voltage ranking of the zig-zag transformer isalmost equal to the voltage of inductors 
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within the tuned powerfilters, and its voltage could be very small compared with the zigzag transformer used in the 
conventional impartial-line currentattenuator. 
Consequently, the quantity and weight of the zig-zag transformerused in the proposed neutral-line present attenuator 
arelowered. The only-section power converter is hooked up tothe zig-zag transformer in sequence to develop the 
performanceof the zig-zag transformer. As noticeable in Fig.3, the neutral lineof the weight is straight linked to that of 
the utility, and thefluctuation in ground voltage of the burden can hence be kept away from.As a result of power loss 
brought about by means of the operation of the singlephase power converter, the dc bus voltage of the energyconverter 
is reduced. Nonetheless, the energy loss is lowin view that the dc bus voltage of the single-phase powerconverter is 
low. A simple single-section diode rectifier isemployed to supply power to the dc bus of the single-
phasepowerconverter to maintain the dc bus voltage at an acceptablevariety. A transformer is employed to step down 
the line-toline voltage. The input present of the single-segment dioderectifier is small. 
 

A. Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy inference system 
ANFIS is a hybrid soft computing model composedof a neuro-fuzzy system in which a fuzzy inference(high-level 
reasoning capability) system can betrained by a neural network-learning (low-levelcomputational power) algorithm. 
ANFIS has theneural network’s ability to classify data in groupsand find patterns and further develop a 
transparentfuzzy expert system. Moreover, ANFIS has theability to divide and adapt these groups to arrangea best 
membership function that can cluster anddeduce the desired output within a minimumnumber of epochs [12]-[13]. The 
fuzzy inferencesystem can be tuned by the learning mechanism.A given input/output data set, ANFIS constructs afuzzy 
inference system (FIS) whose membershipfunction parameters can be tuned (adjusted) usingeither a back-propagation 
algorithm alone or incombination with a least squares type of method. 

 
Fig. 4. ANFIS architecture. 

 
Figure 4 shows the ANFIS architecture used in thiswork. This system has two inputs x and y and oneoutput, whose rule 
is. 
if x is A  and y is B , then f = p x + q x + r  , i=1;2 
where f  is the output and p , q  and r  are theconsequent parameters of ith rule. Ai and Bi are thelinguistic labels 
represented by fuzzy sets. Theoutput of each node in every layer can be denotedby O where i specifies the neuron 
number of thenext layer and l is the layer number. In thefirst layer, called fuzzifying layer, the linguisticlabels are A  
and B . The output of the layer is themembership function of these linguistic labels andis expressed as 

O = μ (x) 
O = μ (y) 

where μ (x)and μ (y)are membershipfunctions that determine the degree to which thegiven x and y satisfy the 
quantifiers A  andB . In thesecond layer, the firing strength for each rulequantifying the extent to which any input 
databelongs to that rule is calculated. 
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IV. NEW TOPOLOGY OF HYBRID POWER FILTER 
 

The new hybrid power filter system consist of thefollowing major parts; mains supply, nonlinear load, dataacquisition 
and controller, APF with interface reactor andC-type high-pass passive filter network as illustrated in fig.5.  

 
Fig.5: principle topology of analysed hybrid power filter 

 
Harmonic current generated by a nonlinear load isdetected and used to generate gating pulse with the use ofANFIS 
controller. The output of the gating signalscontroller controls the voltage-source inverter that providespart of reactive 
power required by nonlinear load. Thepassive filter is placed in parallel with the APF whichmakes the inverter to be 
smaller than when it was usedalone, because it also provide reactive power and attenuatehigh frequencies that might be 
generated by the filter itself. 
 

A. Topology Operation Description 
Considering each phase in a three-phase system, wheremains voltage is vs is a purely sinusoidal: 

v = V sinωt     …………………              (1) 

With Vp representing peak voltage and ω is the angularfrequencyThe periodic non-sinusoidal currents of nonlinear 

loadscan be represented by Fourier progression as follows: 

i (t) = I sin(ωt +φ ) + ∑ I sin	(nωt + φ∞ )               ………………….(2) 

Where t is the time in seconds, I1 is the fundamentalcomponent; φn is the respective angle and In is theharmonic 

component. 

The non-linear current il can be written as: 

i = i + i ……………………. (3) 

Wherei  is the active component and i  is the reactivecomponent and harmonicsThe converter control method will be 

such that itvalidates the following expression: 

i = −i  ……………………….(4) 

Where i  is the current form the filterMaking the assumption that it is easy to verify that themains current will result in 

its active component then, 

i = i + i = i + i + (−i ) = i   …………(5) 

i = i sin(ωt) ………(6) 
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Where i is the amplitude of the source currentThis means that the non-linear load current plus thehybrid filter actuates 

as a pure resistive linear load current. 

In a three phase five switches system the active 

harmonics is as follows: 

n = 5k ∓ 1 for k=1,2,3 ………..         (7) 

Where n is the active harmonic component and k is thesequence.The target of the HPF is to identify these 
harmoniccurrents and generate inverse equivalent that will cancelout maintaining characteristics of linear load for 
anonlinear load connected to the power supply system. 
 

B. Design procedures for c-type high pass filter 
The C-type HPF topology is employed in the proposedhybrid power filter as mention earlier. It consists of acapacitors 
C, Ca, an inductor L and an inductor bypassresistor R as shown in fig.6. This section describes thedesign procedure for 
C-type high pass filter using thepassive elements. These elements are determined based onthe filter type and the 
following parameters; 
(i) Reactive power at nominal voltage 
(ii) Cut-off frequency 
(iii) Quality factor 
 

 
Fig.6: C-type high-pass filter 

 
Using the following formulae, the damped C-typepassive filter is set to attenuate 13th order harmonic andabove. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper the effectiveness of the new hybrid filtertopology and controlled strategy based on ANFIS control 
technique has been verified.A three-phase balanced load of a DC drive issimulated with active filer and later with 
hybrid powerfilter. From the results, it clearly indicates that, the currentcompensation is much better using hybrid 
power filtercompared to Active power filter. 
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